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Conclusion and Future Work

Motivation Concept and Design

Resource Infrastructure

Issues and Solutions

 A shared resource pool of compute/storage/networking with hyper-

converged boxes and networking fabric

 Kubernetes-based cloud-native computing with open source 

software collections 

 Improving workload performance by coordinating hardware/software 

configuration with practical experiments

 Diversified & Affordable AI-inspired HPC/HPDA Workloads

 A scalable and flexible cluster satisfying Data 3Vs (Velocity, 

Volume, Variety) for intelligence services

 Emerging cloud-native paradigm with containerization and 

container orchestration for agile, flexible, and resource efficient 

computing

Improving performance of HPDA workloads

Issue Options Solution Reason

High-speed 

Physical Inter-

connect

Ethernet, RoCE RoCE
 RoCE shows at most 30 times 

lower networking delay

Container Runtime 

for HPC/HPDA/AI

Docker, Singularity, 

Shifter 
Docker

 Docker is a popular runtime due 

to its versatility and usability

Container 

Networking 

Interface (CNI) 

Calico, Weave Calico

 Calico (with BGP-based overlay 

networking) shows higher 

networking performance

File System &

Container Storage 

Interface (CSI) 

BeeGFS, NFS, 

CephFS

BeeGFS, 

CephFS

 BeeGFS for a caching layer in 

intelligence worker nodes

 CephFS for storing/serving 

massive amount of data 

 We explain our on-going work on SmartX Intelligence Cluster being ready to support diversified AI-

inspired HPC/HPDA workloads with Kubernetes-based cloud-native computing

 Based on this work, we will construct and operate 100 peta-scale datacenter for diversified AI 

workloads in car, energy and healthcare domains with national funding support

 Networking/storage can be bottleneck 

points for distributed HPDA workloads

 File System (FS) / CNI benchmarking 

using TeraSort

 Calico + BeeGFS has better performance 

than other combinations

Improving performance of AI workloads

 Open-MPI based Horovod framework with 

asynchronous update can improve 

distributed ML training performance

 Benchmarking three CNN models with 

ImageNet Training data set

 Four boxes can process 1360 Images/sec 

in average


